Foreword
Very soon after Alexander Graham Bell invented the telephone, it became obvious that it would be impractical to extend wires from every telephone to all other telephones. To conserve copper and dollars, wires had to converge on central points where individual telephone-to-telephone connections would be made. That is, calls had to be switched. Moreover, another basic concept of telephony also quickly emerged-namely, the trade-off between switching and transmission. The transmission costs of wire, cable, and associated plant could be optimized by having switching offices distributed to serve centers of population. The number of switching offices could be adjusted with changes in transmission costs. A classic and continuing problem of switching, therefore, is to design switching systems with capabilities that enable them to be sited at demographically advantageous points, so that total network costs are kept as low as possible. Also, for public telephony the need for compatibility in the presence of technological growth was established very early. Every item of equipment must function accurately and reliably with every other item of equipment in a network, no matter how spread out nationally or internationally. In addition, the network must absorb a continuous stream of innovations so as to bring the benefits of technology to its users as rapidly as possible.
In this book we see how these principles were applied during a significant period of technological change in Bell System history. The account begins in 1925, when various engineering and research groups of the Bell System were reorganized as Bell Telephone Laboratories. The nominal end point is 1975, which rounded out the first century of telephony.
As it turns out, however, 1975 is a reasonably good year to mark the end of one era of telephone switching and the beginning of another: the rapidly emerging new era of a digital, stored-programcontrolled network. , describes how techniques born of necessity changed the telephone from a novelty to a useful instrument of personal communication and of commerce. Switching technology during this period was characterized by the introduction and improvements in manual switchboards. In the years covered by this vollume, we see switching technology change from the final refinements in manual switching to work leading toward the introduction and complete take-over of automatic switching. In the process, the technology went through four successive phases: (1) indirect control, with switches requiring large mechanical motions, (2) common control, with switches requiring only very small motions, (3) stored-program control electronic switching, and, now (4) time division digital switching. At Bell Labs, each of these tedmologies moved from concepts to innovations, and the innovations were introduced to provide improved and expanded resources for the administration and operation of switching offices. The resulit has been high-quality and constantly improving telephone service and features, not only in the United States where the innovations were first employed, but throughout the world as these concepts were widely emulated.
The first practical automatic switching system was the step-bystep system, so-called be·cause the switches move in step with, and under the direct control of, the telephone dial. With step-by-step, switch motions are limited by how fast (or slow) the customer dials, by how long it takes fo:r the pulses representing each digit to be received and detected in the central office and, of course, by mechanical inertia. Switching innovation progressed to the first or indirect control phase, the panel system, separating the control of switch mechanisms from the dialing process. With panel, nondecimal power-driven svvitches of large capacity were introduced, and the independence of dial and switches permitted translation between the information dialed by the customer and the control needs of the system.
In the second phase, crossbar systems were designed and common control was first introduced. With common control the callhandling control was separated from the interconnection network and great improvements in flexibility were provided. Translations allowed complete flexibillity in the assignment of lines and trunks, numbering plan and routing flexibility was provided, and the trunk network became mo:re efficient and service again improved. In addition, the crossbar switches themselves introduced precious metal (platinum alloy) contacts into telephony which improved transmission performance. These relay-like contacts operated with very small motions and therefore with increased speed; this blended nicely with the common control equipment that controlled their operation.
After World War II, the transistor and bulk electronic memory created tremendous new potentials for switching, and many exploratory developments were undertaken at Bell Labs to convert them into realities. The result was the third and entirely new approach to switching systems design-stored-program controland switching took its place at the frontiers of the new electronic technology in terms of sophisticated hardware and software, systems architectures, complexity and size. The relationship to computers is obvious, but the switching system designs were unique. In real time, electronic switching systems process telephone calls with an objective of two hours downtime in 40 years, or about one-thousandth of one percent, compared to the one percent performance of a typical commercial computer. Now more than 50 percent of Bell System calls are switched using stored-program techniques.
The fourth era of switching technology, and the one currently in progress, is a period of further extending digital techniques into switching to encompass the interface with transmission as well and, indeed, to require the engineering of switching systems and transmission terminals carrying digital signals as single, integrated entities. The Bell System was the first to combine stored-program control and time division digital switching. Furthermore, a new high-speed digital signaling technique, known as common channel interoffice signaling (CCIS), was introduced in 1976 and soon will be serving 50 percent of all toll calls.
Thus the foundation for future high-efficiency, low-cost telecommunications has been established. The new era of integrated digital switching and transmission will continue to extend service beyond the telephone to include more complex terminals and all forms of information-voice, data, and video. The advantages are greatly expanded services, new services, new and more powerful operational and management techniques, and sophisticated measurement and maintenance arrangements. And the network will continue to grow, both domestically with the cooperation of the independent telephone manufacturing and operating companies and internationally with the cooperation of foreign administrations.
In all probability, the next fifty years will see changes take place even more rapidly than those of the first fifty years of Bell Laboratories and the first 100 years of the telephone. While telecommunication switching technology and its application will continue to play important roles, the technical and managerial expertise of Bell System people will be the most important ingredient in insuring this progress.
The contributions of many Bell System people are acknowledged in this book, but it is important to recognize that, as the technology has become more sophisticated, it has taken ever larger teams of designers and managers to convert inventions into developed and engineerable systems and, therefore, individual contributions are not as easily identified. This book is dedicated to the generations of engineers who made these accomplishments possible.
On a personal note, it has been my pleasure to share with many colleagues in this, one of the great technological adventures of the twentieth century. By whatever measure--complexity, numbers of people, development costs, investment, or telephone traffic processed--this adventure is a huge one. The greatest satisfactions, however" come not from designing something big but from seeing the human achievements involved when individuals tackle and solve some of engineering's most challenging problems.
Over many years, during which colleagues have provided insight into the developments with which they were engaged, I was privileged to observe their progress, reflect on these activities, and now to record in this volume the events as I recall them. The subjects covered have been chosen from a larger set. There are always questions of history that one cannot anticipate even in a most comprehensive volume. I hope readers will find the material included here interesting to peruse and useful for reference. A thorough reading should provide an understanding of how the research and development activities of Bell Laboratories during its first 50 years have made available the switching techniques and technology for serving the nationwide network during a critical period of its growth.
Amos E. Joel, Jr. 
